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TO THE MAYOR AND COUNCILLORS OF THE
MACKENZIE DISTRICT COUNCIL
Membership of the Finance Committee:
Cr Graham Smith (Chairman)
Claire Barlow (Mayor)
Cr Russell Armstrong
Cr Murray Cox
Cr Noel Jackson
Cr James Leslie
Cr Evan Williams

Notice is given of a meeting of the Finance Committee to be
held on Thursday, October 16, 2014, following the conclusion of
the Forestry Board meeting.

VENUE:

Council Chambers, Fairlie.

BUSINESS:

As per agenda attached

WAYNE BARNETT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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FINANCE COMMITTEE
Agenda for Thursday, October 16, 2014
APOLOGIES
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
MINUTES:
Confirm and adopt as the correct record the minutes of the Finance Meeting held
on September 2, 2014, including such parts as were taken with the public
excluded.
SUB-COMMITTEE MINUTES:
Receive the minutes of the Tekapo Property Group Meeting held on August 4,
2014, including such parts as were taken with the public excluded.
Receive the minutes of the Tekapo Property Group meeting held on October 7,
2014, including such parts as were taken with the public excluded.
REPORTS:

1. Financial Activity Report (attached).
2. Letter from Wendy Smith requesting sponsorship for Business Awards
(attached).

PUBLIC EXCLUDED:
Resolve that the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of
this meeting namely:
1. Public excluded minutes of the Finance Committee meeting held on
September 2, 2014.
2. Public excluded minutes of the Tekapo Property Group meeting held on
August 4, 2014.
3. Public excluded minutes of the Tekapo Property Group meeting held on
October 7, 2014.
General subject of
each matter to be
considered
Previous minutes of the
Finance Committee,
September 2, 2014

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each
matter
Enable commercial
negotiations

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution
48(1)(a)(i)

Previous minutes
Tekapo Property Group,
August 4
Previous minutes
Tekapo Property Group
October 7

Enable commercial
negotiations

48(1)(a)(i)

Enable commercial
negotiations

48(1)(a)(i)
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This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a)(i) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by Section 6
or Section 7 of that Act, which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or the relevant
part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are as follows: Previous minutes of the Finance
Committee and Tekapo Property Group under section 7(2)(i).

RESOLUTION TO RESUME OPEN MEETING

ADJOURNMENTS:
10.30am: Morning Tea
12.00pm: Lunch
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MACKENZIE DISTRICT COUNCIL
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE HELD IN
THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, FAIRLIE, ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER
2, 2014, AT 9.30AM
PRESENT:
Cr Graham Smith (Chairman)
Claire Barlow (Mayor)
Cr Russell Armstrong
Cr James Leslie
Cr Noel Jackson
Cr Evan Williams
IN ATTENDANCE:
Wayne Barnett (Chief Executive Officer)
Paul Morris (Finance and Administration Manager)
Arlene Goss (Committee Clerk)
Gail Smits (Quotable Value) – from 11.30am
Luke van den Broek (Quotable Value) – from 11.30am
Alex Wills (Quotable Value) – from 11.30am
Pauline Jackson (Rates Officer) – from 11.30am
APOLOGIES:
There were no apologies.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:
There were no declarations of interest.
MINUTES:
The chairman asked a question regarding the resolutions related to the land
sale to Meridian in the minutes. He wanted to know why this was not recorded
as a unanimous decision. The Mayor said we don’t usually record this. No
changes were requested to the minutes.
Resolved that the minutes of the meeting of the Finance Committee
held on July 24, 2014, including such parts as were taken with the
public excluded, be confirmed and adopted as the correct record of the
meeting.
Evan Williams/Claire Barlow

REPORTS:
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY REPORT TO JUNE, 2014:
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This report is the financial report for council for the full year to June, 2014.
Resolved that the report be received.
Claire Barlow/Evan Williams
The chairman and Finance and Administration Manager Paul Morris went
through the report one section at a time.
Governance – There has been a small overspend on two items. One was
caused by unbudgeted employment, the other was extra meetings at Tekapo.
Cr Cox asked why the water zone committees were costing so much. Paul
Morris said we are involved with two water zones, one we administer, the
other we contribute to. Our contribution is 25% of the cost of each of those.
Those costs involve members remuneration, food and accommodation. Ecan
is paying 50% and other councils are paying 25%. Costs depend on the
number of meetings, the distance people travel, and the time of day the
meeting is held.
The chairman said we didn’t know what it was going to cost when we started
contributing. Paul Morris said there will potentially be extra costs coming
through for extra water testing.
The Mayor asked how much the budget for the zone committees was
increased for the coming year. $45-$47,000. The Mayor asked if anyone had
written to the chairs asking them to reduce the costs. Cr Cox said the zone
committee spends a lot of wasted time in the public forum not progressing far,
so it would be better to have more workshops and take the results of those
workshops to the public meetings.
The chairman said the council needs to look at ways to reduce these costs
and he would like this recorded in the minutes.
The chairman said the by-elections for the Tekapo and Fairlie community
boards also added to the cost of governance this financial year.
Corporate – The chairman noted that internal charges for motor vehicles
were showing as a loss but the money had not been spent - it’s just that
people were not using the cars as often. He asked if we had over-budgeted
on car use. Paul Morris said when we do the budgets we look at the mileage
done in the past, likely changes in fuel costs, and maintenance costs. We
were expecting more kilometres to be done and were expecting the fuel costs
to be higher. Council has received a significant discount on its fuel bill with the
all-of-government contract.
Consultancy expenses are a little over budget because we used Strategic
Pay this year.
Water – The Albury Water Scheme has invested money previously which has
now come back to council and shows as a credit.
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Paul Morris said the financial contributions of $134,000 will go into various
water schemes and capital reserves.
Sewer - Notes 4 and 5 in the accounts are around the wrong way and need
to be swapped.
Roading – This budget shows a loss for the year. This was because of
extraordinary weather events. Paul Morris said page 37 of the agenda
contains the details.
In the capital area on page 38 we have only spent $80,000 on minor
improvements from a budget of $290,000, so the remainder can be carried
over into this financial year to use on bridge replacements. This money has to
be spent in the 2014/15 financial year.
The Mayor asked how much council was contributing from reserves towards
emergency reinstatement work. The chief executive said it was a sliding scale
depending on how much NZTA contributed. They paid 65% of minor works.
The chairman said rural reserves may need to come into play with the
bridges. We will need to see how it goes.
The Mayor asked regarding the Alps2Ocean fund. The feasibility study for offroading Haymans Road will come from this money.
Planning – This area is showing a loss of $106,000 which is $225,000 better
than we thought it would be, however the reserve contributions have
contributed to the lowering of the loss. If you take that out you are looking at a
favourable variance of about $80,000. This is mainly due to under spending in
consultancy expenses because we are managing Plan Change 13 and the
district plan review.
There is a $1.236million deficit sitting in an operating reserve. No interest is
being charged or any repayment made towards this. At the next council
meeting when we do the wash-up of balances at year end, council will need
to decide whether we should be transferring that deficit into a capital reserve
and start charging interest on it. Part of the long term plan work will be how
we are going to deal with this. Also need a plan to deal with solid waste
deficits.
Regulatory – We are making surpluses in this area but this money is being
used to fund an extra building inspector. The chairman said it’s always hard to
estimate building activity. If there is a downturn we could run into a deficit
situation. Currently there is a $144,000 surplus at year end in building. The
Mayor asked if council could be taken to task over that surplus. Paul Morris
did not think so. It was likely to disappear as soon as building activity
dropped.
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Solid Waste – The deficit is growing in solid waste. Now sits at $766,000.
Paul Morris said the tonnage of waste is increasing and the tonnage diverted
to recycling is increasing, but as part of that there is also more being diverted
to landfill. Despite the deficit we are only $8,000 over budget. The chairman
said the deficit is not going down. The issue of what to do with deficits will be
discussed as part of the long term plan process.
Community Facilities – The chairman said the Twizel Events Centre is not
earning the revenue it used to earn. There is still money available to spend on
the new public toilets at Twizel.
Recreational Facilities – Paul Morris said the money that was stolen has
been fully repaid and this has been included in these results.
Commercial – Council received $255,000 worth of unbudgeted log sales due
to trees falling down in windstorms, but the write down of the value of the
forestry was more than this amount. The valuation of the forests is done at
June 30 and takes into account log prices at that time, so this has impacted
because log prices went down between selling the logs and valuing the
forests. Pukaki Airport is showing lower costs. It is encouraging to see
another building being built there. Council has spent nearly quarter of a
million dollars on subdivision costs at Tekapo to date.
The meeting adjourned for morning tea at 10.25am and reconvened at 10.44am.
AORAKI DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS AND TOURISM QUARTERLY REPORT TO
JUNE, FINANCIAL ACTIVITY REPORT TO JUNE, 2014:
This report is the quarterly report on activity carried out by ADBT. The
chairman questioned the number of businesses using this service. The Mayor
said it takes time for people to engage and this has only been going for six
months. The chief executive said the feedback he has received is in line with
what is expected. The chairman feels it is not being publicised. Cr Cox said
the service was talked about at a promotions meeting in Tekapo and most
businesses were aware of it.
Resolved that the report be received.
Claire Barlow/Evan Williams

The meeting adjourned at 10.47am to await the arrival of visitors at 11.30am.
At 11.30am the chairman reconvened the meeting and welcomed Gail Smits, Luke
van den Broek and Alex Wills from Quotable Value, and rates officer Pauline
Jackson.
The Finance Committee agreed to the presentation from Quotable Value being
considered in public excluded due to the commercially sensitive nature of the
information.
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PUBLIC EXCLUDED:
Resolved that the public be excluded from the following parts of the
proceedings of this meeting namely ‘Presentation from Quotable Value’.
Claire Barlow/Murray Cox
General subject of
each matter to be
considered

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each
matter

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution

Presentation from
Quotable Value

Commercial sensitivity

48(1)(a)(i)

This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a)(i) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
Section 6 or Section 7 of that Act, which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or
the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are as follows: Presentation from
Quotable Value under section 7(2)(b)(ii).

The Finance Committee continued in open meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN DECLARED THE MEETING CLOSED AT 12.03pm
CHAIRMAN:
DATE:

____________________________________
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MACKENZIE DISTRICT COUNCIL
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE TEKAPO PROPERTY GROUP HELD IN THE
LAKE TEKAPO COMMUNITY CENTRE, TEKAPO ON MONDAY, AUGUST 4,
2014, AT 10AM
PRESENT:
Cr Murray Cox (Chair)
Mayor Claire Barlow
Stella Sweney
Richie Smith
Wayne Barnett (Chief Executive)
Paul Morris (Finance and Administration Manager)
IN ATTENDANCE:
Arlene Goss (Committee Secretary)
Stephen Gubb (Hughes Developments)
Don Young (Lake Tekapo Scenic Resort)
Catherine Young (Lake Tekapo Scenic Resort)
APOLOGIES:
Apologies were received from Cr Graham Smith and Cr Russell Armstrong.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:
There were no declarations of interest.
VISITORS:
Don and Catherine Young from the Lake Tekapo Scenic Resort were at the meeting to
address property group members.
Don Young handed a paper to the meeting that outlines his concerns. This is attached to
these minutes. He said their accommodation business is located in the middle of the village
next to where construction activity will take place and he would like to address the property
group with his concerns early on, rather than complain about things afterwards.
He would like to work with the council to manage the effects of the development so they
can still operate their business. He would like to communicate with guests regarding
construction so they know what to expect when they arrive. This includes telling guests in
advance when construction will start, finish, and the effects it will have, so they can look at
alternatives.
He asked for plenty of notice because people are booking well ahead and he is already
taking bookings for next summer. With guest feedback being posted online, he is worried
his business will suffer poor reviews if guests are not communicated with properly.
He would also like some say in the planning process, for example when there is
construction immediately adjacent he would like guest friendly hours of construction rather
than construction noise starting very early in the morning.
He would also like dust dampened if there is risk of it blowing across the town.
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Mr Young asked for a contact person at the council he can go to if there is a problem.
Regarding the boundary issue they cannot afford to lose any guest car parks and would like
to resolve the boundary issues in a way that allows them to keep their car parks.
They would also like to know of any access issues with heavy machinery blocking the road
so they can let guests know how to access their business. Catherine Young said she has
discussed car parking with Planning and Regulation Manager Nathan Hole and was hoping
that council wouldn’t take their car parks away.
The chairman asked if guest parking needs to be on the property. Catherine Young said
people paying a motel rate want to see their cars from the motel. They are currently rated
four star accommodation and this could be affected if there was not enough car parking on
site.
The chairman said their concerns about construction were valid and would also apply to
other businesses in town. Don Young said the development was for the good of the town
but they need good information to mitigate the effects.
The Mayor appreciated them coming to the meeting and being constructive with their
comments. Regarding the timing of construction, until the council has a signed contract they
cannot give a time for construction. Chief Executive Wayne Barnet is the best person to
contact with questions and concerns at this stage.
Catherine Young asked if there was progress regarding the boundary issue.
The chief executive said at the moment the plan was for the land owner to give up their
encroachment of six meters but the matter was still being discussed.
The chairman thanked Don and Catherine Young for coming and voicing their concerns.
Don and Catherine Young left the meeting at 10.23am.
MINUTES:
Correction: On page 7 Alan Gubb should read Alan McNabb.
Resolved that the minutes of the meeting of the Tekapo Property Group held on June 4,
2014, be confirmed and adopted as the correct record of the meeting, including those
matters taken under public excluded, with the correction noted above.
Claire Barlow/Richie Smith
PUBLIC EXCLUDED
Resolved that the public, be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this
meeting namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Previous minutes, Tekapo Property Group, June 4.
Previous minutes, Finance Committee, July 24 (for information only)
Development Update (attached)
Tekapo Commercial Subdivision (attached)
Status of Land Sale (attached)
Development Proposal (attached)
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7. Sale Contract Update (attached)
8. Development of Lakeside Drive Land (attached)
General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

Previous minutes
Tekapo Property Group,
June 4.
Previous minutes
Finance Committee July
24.
Development Update
Tekapo Commercial
Subdivision
Status of Land Sale

Commercial sensitivity
Maintain legal
professional privilege
Enable commercial
negotiations

48(1)(a)(i)

Commercial sensitivity
Maintain legal
professional privilege
Enable commercial
negotiations
Commercial sensitivity
Enable commercial
negotiations
Enable commercial
negotiations

48(1)(a)(i)
48(1)(a)(i)

Development Proposal
Sale Contract Update
Development of
Lakeside Drive Land

48(1)(a)(i)

48(1)(a)(i)
48(1)(a)(i)
48(1)(a)(i)
48(1)(a)(i)

This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a)(i) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by Section 6 or Section 7 of that Act,
which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting
in public are as follows: Previous minutes of the Finance Committee, Status of Land Sale, Sale Contract
Update, Development of Lakeside Drive Land all under section 7(2)(i). Previous minutes Tekapo Property
Group, Development Update and Development Proposal under section 7(2)(b)(ii), Tekapo Commercial
Subdivision under section 7(2)(g).

Claire Barlow/Richie Smith

RESOLUTION TO OPEN THE MEETING TO THE PUBLIC

THERE BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS
THE CHAIRMAN DECLARED THE MEETING CLOSED AT 1.05pm
CHAIRMAN:
DATE:

___________________________
___________________________
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MACKENZIE DISTRICT COUNCIL
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE TEKAPO PROPERTY GROUP HELD IN THE
LAKE TEKAPO COMMUNITY CENTRE, TEKAPO ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7,
2014, AT 1PM
PRESENT:
Cr Murray Cox (Chair)
Mayor Claire Barlow
Cr Graham Smith
Cr Russell Armstrong
Stella Sweney
Wayne Barnett (Chief Executive)
IN ATTENDANCE:
Stephen Gubb (Hughes Developments)
Katherine Eveleigh (Aurecon)
Ari Fon (Aurecon)
Jane Rennie (Boffa Miskell)
Keri-Ann Little (Committee Secretary)
APOLOGIES:
Apologies were received from Paul Morris (Finance and Administration Manager) and
Richie Smith (member).
Claire Barlow/ Graham Smith

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:
There were no declarations of interest.
MINUTES:
Resolved that the minutes of the meeting of the Tekapo Property Group held on August 4,
2014, be confirmed and adopted as the correct record of the meeting, including those
matters taken under public excluded.
Claire Barlow/ Stella Sweeney

VISITORS:
Katherine Eveleigh and Ari Fon from Aurecon, and Jane Rennie from Boffa Miskell were
present at the meeting to present the Tekapo Landscape and Transport Strategy to
property group members.
Ms Rennie an urban designer with Boffa Miskell has been engaged along with Aurecon to
undertake a landscape and transport study on the Tekapo development on behalf of the
CEO and his team. Ms Rennie said she is progressing a lot of previous work that has
already been done to the next level of investigation which we she will go into depth shortly.
Ms Eveleigh is heading up the team from Aurecon in regards to landscaping and urban
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aspects and Ari Fon, Senior Engineer with Aurecon said his input will be parking and the
transportation side of the project.
Ms Rennie began the presentation to run through the work that has taken place to date and
to give the group an update. Ms Rennie said we are currently three quarters to half way
through the process of investigating various technical issues, understanding what has
changed in the last couple of years since the previous study had been done, while drilling
down to more detail to a point where we would like to talk to numerous stakeholders and
gain feedback including the public drop in this afternoon. We are looking forward to hearing
what the feedback is, with some aspects of this work going into a bit more detail compared
to where things were a couple of years ago.
Ms Rennie distributed an A3 coloured hand-out outlining their findings to date in respect to
the Tekapo Landscape and Transport Study.
The CEO said the purpose of this meeting was to gather an idea of the stages the study
has gone through and invited the group to stay at the completion of the meeting to view the
consultation boards in more depth during the public drop in session.
Ms Rennie said as part of the brief received to us from the Council was to ensure as this
development goes forward there is integration from a landscape perspective and obviously
from a parking and transportation side of things so there is sufficient land set aside to
achieve a good quality design outcome keeping in mind future town development.
Ms Rennie said they are starting to look into more detail regarding how the development
will function and whether we have sufficient carparking to meet the growth demands as the
town grows and obviously how that all connects in with pedestrian walkways etc.
Cr Smith asked is that the only two areas of parking the east carpark and the west carpark.
Ms Rennie said there will be carpaking around the supermarket area and carparking along
the commercial street and options for carparking along the commercial lane and
development sites themselves will have sufficient space within their lots to provide
carparking for their individual businesses aswell.
Ms Sweeney asked how the scenic resort would be affected noting they attended the last
meeting with concerns with parking. Ms Rennie said the Council has recently indicated that
the viewing shafts cannot have parking in them, so these view shafts are now landscape
high amenity areas. The chairman noted that the scenic resort view shaft was incorrect and
is actually carparking. The CEO added that in the case of the scenic resort which is owned
by the landowners, council do not have control over what is a view corridor and what is
parking in their case.
Cr Smith noted there is no parking in the middle of town. Ms Rennie said over time there
will be some transition around areas that now look like storage areas that may be turned
into parking.
Mr Ron said as a summary in terms of the development around some of the areas for the
next section if that is fully developed and look at the existing development there is enough
carparking in the existing layout to provide the plan requirements for the existing and
developed case but in saying that while we can be compliant to the district plan however in
the peak time there may not be enough carparking spaces. There will be that peak over the
summer period where under this current scheme there is not enough carparks and
hopefully that is something we can discuss today. Generally you don’t provide for one
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hundred percent parking all the time, to do that you provide a huge amount of asphalt that
isn’t used months of the year but there are some areas outside this footprint that could
potentially be utilised for overflow parking if required. The most important thing is it will be
plan compliant.
Ms Rennie said we have looked at the bus parking situation as well, Mr Fon said we would
like to concentrate the buses at the eastern park and like to see buses parking reasonably
close to where the new footbridge will go and on the western park the intention is for the
buses is to bring them closer to the centre of town around the vicinity of where the mini golf
course is, close to information centre and public toilets.
The Mayor added this highlights the need to have another set of toilets at the other end.
Ms Rennie said there is an error on the map and there is another little block which has been
indicated, so people coming over the bridge and entering town can use these toilets.
Mr Armstrong noted at the eastern side carpark the buses would have to drive in and back
out the same way adding this is a real nuisance to other traffic, is there a way they can
drive in and then drive through and out.
Mr Fon said they looked long and hard and welcome any suggestions, stating it is really
hard making it all work and even looked at re-rigging the existing state highway 8 entrance.
Ideally it would be good to get the buses to circulate through and drive out but because of
the amount of room you would need to do this you would lose a lot of carparking down the
western side. This is the best fit at the moment but there is some manoeuvring required. Ms
Eveleigh added there will be bigger parks for campervans etc and the Mayor stated that
there will be a need for good signage to indicate these.
Ms Sweeney said that current buses using the carparking like to back into the parks so they
can easily drive out when they have collected their clients.
Ms Eveleigh thank Ms Sweeney for her input and said they will look more closely at that.
Ms Rennie then moved on to the transportation aspects of the project in regards to the
internal lane way and parking areas and also the commercial street. With the concept we
retain the internal lane through the development which has developed over time as the
town centre project has evolved, what we have been looking at is the scenarios as to
whether that lane will be one way or two way lane way through the centre of the town.
Overall we would want it to be quite informal and there are a lot of crossing across it with
view shafts and we want people to feel comfortable in this lane way environment so we
have been looking at those options and are interested in your feedback, keeping in mind
there are pros and cons in regards to how many carparks can be provided within a one way
or two way scenario and how important it is for tourists visiting Tekapo knowing how to get
around while trying to keep parking and streets as legible as possible and finally whether a
one way or two way assists with that.
Cr Smith asked is it wide enough for a two way.
Ms Rennie said yes but the option of one way would provide parking on both sides of the
street opposed to two way providing parking on one side of the street. In some areas it is a
wee bit tight.
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Mr Fon said with a two way they have provided restrictions with width as you won’t want the
street to become a highway with a large volume of traffic, keeping in mind safety with
pedestrians.
Mr Armstrong said emphasise is getting them out of the cars, agreed by Ms Rennie.
Ms Sweeney added the feedback from the workshops was that the community certainly
want the development to be pedestrian friendly and with the lane way being two way I have
a vision of two campervans coming in both ways and having ciaos. I would certainly opt for
a one way.
Cr Smith asked would the one way be east-west or west-east.
Mr Fon said it would be from the west to east.
Ms Rennie said that is why if it was one way then there would have to be very clearly
signposted with a possible internal link to allow for tourists to retreat if they do head up the
wrong way.
Cr Smith said most tourists coming into Tekapo come from south or east so they would
have to drive through down first and then drive down the one way.
Mr Fon said hopefully they would park at the west or east end and walk.
Mr Gubb added that in reality it may have to start off as a one way to restrict the over
spending on the first stage by having to put a one way the whole way through the
development. I agree that the development would be ruined if there was too much traffic
down there. Ms Rennie said you can design it in a way to make it clear that this is a slow
road by using paving with a softer design etc.
The CEO said something that hasn’t been allowed for is the amount of parking in the front
sites, for the new sites we are selling now we have the ability to under the district plan use a
pay in lieu scenario. They can come to council and pay cash in lieu for carparks on their
individual site, we are selling the parks so we have the ability to negotiate around that at the
moment but the key choice for us is how much do we require parking to be onsite in those
businesses which takes away demand on the parks on the end while bring traffic into the
area, it will also reduce the value of the area potentially as well, have you worked through
that in any detail.
MR Fon said no not for individual sites we have looked at the overall parking assessment in
terms of analysis of the existing and in terms of the subdivision and those numbers. With
that cash in lieu can you please clarify that does that give Council the ability with payment
from the developer for someone not to have any parks onsite with the appropriate cash
payment.
The CEO replied and said yes they can have none. We have recently looked at the district
plan and if all of these sites get sold and take cash in lieu is only for the land value so the
council has to conjure construction but it also has the ability to provide a dumbbell situation
with the parking at the two ends of town and nothing in the middle, I am a little bit
concerned what that will actually do to the development.
Mr Fon said I certainly would recommend that Council allows that cash in lieu of parking in
the new development I think somewhere in the middle but where that maybe we will have to
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go into more detail. With the expansion of the development there may be a change with
visitors parking and staying longer generally speaking there will be some growth over time.
The Mayor asked if you could put a timeframe on parking and Mr Fon said yes that is an
option but must come with reinforcement.
Ms Rennie concluded by summarising today’s presentation.
Cr Cox thanked Ms Rennie, Ms Eveleigh and Mr Fon for their time and summary provided.
Mr Gubb said there are some elements we may need you to prioritise, they will need to
reflect through into the changes to the application that is with Council now being stage one
subdivision because we need those worked into the system quite quickly so we are in a
position to let the contract to Fulton Hogan in November otherwise we miss the construction
season and I may need to sit with you and work through what those key issues are.
The CEO asked Mr Gubb do you think there are issues around the landscape.
Mr Gubb said not so much landscaping but the street and the tree plant of that and also the
parking design will be reasonably key so there will be some elements, relatively minor but I
think we just need to pull them to the top so they get worked on immediately.
The CEO enquired if the final report could be presented at the next property group meeting
in the next six weeks’ time. Cr Cox said going back to the public pre-Christmas would be
desired when there are more people in the town but clarifying to the public that this will
essentially be the development with minor adjustments if required.
Ms Rennie suggested a signboard available for the public to view to update the public of
developments and stages completed etc.
Mr Fon noted for a five week turn around we will require any feedback straight away with
emphasis on the one way or two way lane way.
Katherine Eveleigh, Ari Fon and Jane Rennie left the meeting at 2:14pm
PUBLIC EXCLUDED
Resolved that the public, be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this
meeting namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Previous minutes, Tekapo Property Group, August 4.
Lakeside Drive Subdivision Project
Hughes Report to Tekapo Property Group.
RHD Agreement.
Possible Land Purchase.

General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

Previous minutes
Tekapo Property Group,
August 4.

Commercial sensitivity
Maintain legal
professional privilege
Enable commercial

48(1)(a)(i)
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negotiations.
Lakeside Drive
Subdivision Project
Hughes Report to
Tekapo Property Group
RHD Agreement
Possible Land Purchase

Commercial sensitivity
Commercial sensitivity

48(1)(a)(i)
48(1)(a)(i)

Enable commercial
negotiations
Enable commercial
negotiations

48(1)(a)(i)
48(1)(a)(i)

This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a)(i) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by Section 6 or Section 7 of that Act,
which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting
in public are as follows: Previous minutes of the Tekapo Property Group and Lakeside Drive Subdivision
Project under sections 7(2)(i), 7(2)(b)(ii), and 7(2)(g). Hughes Report to Tekapo Property Group under
section 7(2)(b)(ii), RHD Agreement and Possible Land Purchase under section 7(2)(i).

Claire Barlow/ Graham Smith
The Tekapo Property Group continued in open meeting.
THERE BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS
THE CHAIRMAN DECLARED THE MEETING CLOSED AT 4:30pm
CHAIRMAN:
DATE:

___________________________
___________________________
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MACKENZIE DISTRICT COUNCIL
REPORT TO:

FINANCE COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

FINANCIAL REPORT – AUGUST 2014

MEETING DATE: 16 OCTOBER 2014
REF:

FIN 1/2/1

FROM:

MANAGER – FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

ENDORSED BY:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
Attached is the financial report for Council for the period ended 31 August 2014.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

That the report be received.

PAUL MORRIS
MANAGER – FINANCE AND ADMIN

WAYNE BARNETT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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12 September 2014

Mayor Claire Barlow
Mackenzie District Council
PO Box 52
Fairlie 7949

Dear Claire,

On behalf of Aoraki Development Business and Tourism, we would like to offer our sincere
thanks for your sponsorship of the awards workshops for the Business Excellence Awards
2014.
Once again we have been delighted with the enthusiasm from the business community
about the entire awards process, from entries through to the gala event. We had 29 finalists
in total over eight categories, and a sell-out night for the awards evening. The category and
award winners have been thrilled with their success, and our supreme winner, Barker’s of
Geraldine is a popular and respected local business.
For ADBT, we are now looking ahead to 2015 and we are hopeful that Mackenzie District
Council will once again join us a sponsor. We would like to give you the opportunity to
confirm your interest in supporting this event again in 2015, as this enables us to lock in our
valuable supporters plus provide alternative opportunities for those who have expressed
interest in sponsoring ADBT events. Please find attached a form to complete confirming
your interest.
Yours sincerely

Wendy Smith
Chief Executive
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Please sign and return this page to Aoraki Development Business and Tourism as
an expression of your interest in continuing support of the South Canterbury
Chamber of Commerce Business Awards in 2015.
Email to:
Di Hay
Aoraki Development Business and Tourism and SC Chamber of Commerce
di@southcanterbury.org.nz

_________________________________________________________________

Yes, we are interested in being a category sponsor for the 2015 Business Excellence
Awards.
Please contact us again early in 2015 to confirm the details of the sponsorship.

Business:

MacKenzie District Council

Contact:

Claire Barlow, Mayor

Signed:

Date:

